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ABSTRACT When retrieving scientific documents with mathematical expressions as the main content, both

mathematical expressions and their contextual text features require consideration. However, mathematical

expressions are different from texts in terms of grammar and semantics. Thus, integrating the above features

and realizing scientific document retrieval is difficult. In this study, a retrieval method of scientific documents

based on HFS (Hesitation Fuzzy Sets) and BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer)

is proposed. This method is realized through utilizing the advantages of HFS in multi-attribute decision

making and BERT in context-dependent similarity calculation. By analyzing mathematical expressions and

calculating the membership degree of symbolic multi-attributes, the similarity of mathematical expressions

can be obtained, which can improve the accuracy of mathematical expression recall. With the extraction

of the text of the expression context, BERT is used to calculate the context similarity. Then, the recalled

technical documents are sorted according to the similarity of context, and the final retrieval result can be

obtained. Experiments were carried out on 10,372 Chinese and 11,770 English scientific documents in the

NTCIR extended data set. The average value ofMAP_k(k = 10) for the recall results of scientific documents

was 74.13%. The average nDCG (n = 10) for the ranking of scientific documents was 86.04%.

INDEX TERMS BERT, Context, HFS, mathematical expression, scientific document retrieval.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific documents carry important information about sci-

entific research and technological development. They con-

tain a large number of mathematical expressions and texts

with mathematical semantics. Retrieving scientific docu-

ments based on mathematical expressions is conducive to

scientific and technological information exchange. But it is

very difficult to retrieve scientific documents with mathemat-

ical expressions because mathematical expressions are char-

acterized by a complex two-dimensional structure. To date,

research on mathematical expression retrieval has achieved

abundant results [1]–[7].

However, the simple matching mode of scientific retrieval,

which is based merely on mathematical expressions, cannot

meet the retrieval requirements of scientific documents. It is

desirable to combinemathematical expressions and themean-

ing of their context when retrieving scientific documents.

Integrating mathematical expressions and contextual text is
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an inevitable trend in the research of scientific document

retrieval models with higher retrieval performance.

In terms of optimizing the results of sorting scientific

documents based on mathematical expressions, Hussain and

Khoja [8] developed a retrieval method based on the semantic

information of mathematical expressions. The variables, con-

stants and operators of expressionswere replacedwith unified

symbols, which can help to search mathematical expressions

semantically. And the weights of the semantic subtrees of

mathematical expressions are assigned to make the sorting

of scientific documents more reasonable. Yuan et al. [9]

added the importance of the formula in documents and the

correlation between documents while retrieving the formula,

so that the result was not only the ranking of the similarity of

the formula itself.

In the blend of mathematical expressions with keywords

in scientific documents, Líška et al. [10] combined keywords

with the original query of expressions and split them into sub-

queries. In this technique, each subquery produces an ordered

list of results, each query result has its own weight. The final

query result is appropriately combined with the weight to
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provide more results relevant to the original topic. Xu and

Xu [11] used the formula coverage between documents to

represent the formula similarity. They used the distance of

feature words, which consists of the feature words in the

document, to represent the text similarity. Finally, the text

similarity and formula similarity are used to represent the

similarity of scientific documents.

In the fusion of mathematical expressions with their

context text, Pathak et al. [12] extracted ‘‘context-formula’’

pairs, stored this information in the knowledge base (KB), and

established relevant indexes to realize the matching of math-

ematical text to formula. In the same year, that team devel-

oped a mathematical information retrieval system [13]. The

system is divided into three modules. In the ME module,

the mathematical formula is converted into a binary vector,

the vector is used to calculate the similarity. The TE mod-

ule evaluates the similarity of the text associated with the

expression. The TME module integrates the retrieval results

of the first two modules and sorts them comprehensively.

Kristianto et al. [14] also added contextual text information

while retrieving the formula of interest. They selected ten

words around the formula as text information. This method

improved the retrieval accuracy.

In summary, there still exist some problems in integrating

mathematical expression and text information in scientific

document retrieval. For example, most related achievements

involve scientific documents in English. There still exist some

problems to be solved in the retrieval of mathematical expres-

sions themselves. Most of the retrieval is done for mathe-

matical expressions in only one format (LaTeX or MathML),

which cannot be unified across all formats. In terms of fusion

retrieval of mathematical expressions and scientific docu-

ments, keywords extracted from scientific documents are not

closely related to mathematical expressions themselves. Even

if the expression and its context were combinedwith retrieval,

the rationality and validity of the feature fusion would need

to be improved.

Given the above problems, a scientific document retrieval

method based on HFS (Hesitation Fuzzy Sets) [15] and

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-

former) [16] is proposed. This system integrates mathe-

matical expressions and their contextual text features to

improve the retrieval accuracy. In this study, the format of

mathematical expression retrieval is no longer restricted,

both mathematical expressions in LaTeX or MathML for-

mat can be retrieved. Moreover, the retrieved data set has

been expanded with the addition of Chinese scientific docu-

ments. In addition, when extracting context keywords, they

are keywords that incorporate contextual information. The

integration of mathematical expressions with their context

makes the retrieval and ranking of scientific documents more

reasonable.

II. OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the scientific documents

retrieval system (dotted lines denote online query flows, and

FIGURE 1. Flow chart of the scientific documents retrieval system.

solid lines denote offline index flows). The whole process

consists of three parts: Document Preprocess, Mathematical

Expression Similarity and Text Similarity.

The Document Preprocess module preprocesses the sci-

entific documents in the data set. We extract the mathe-

matical expressions in the documents and their related text

parts. Then the corresponding relationship of ‘‘mathematical

expressions - text - scientific documents’’ is formed.

The Mathematical Expression Similarity module is used

to calculate the similarity of mathematical expressions. First,

traditional FDS [17] is expanded with several attributes to

each mathematical symbol. It used to decompose mathemat-

ical expressions. This approach enables the unification of

LaTeX and MathML. The query expressions are disposed in

the same way. Finally, the membership degree of the attribute

value is calculated. The similarity ofmathematical expression

is obtained according to the similarity calculation formula of

the HFS [18]. The ranking is returned to the Text Similarity

module.

The Text Similarity module is used to calculate text sim-

ilarity in the context of mathematical expressions. Relevant

texts extracted from the Document Preprocess module were

used to train BERT. The BERT model is used to calculate the

similarity between the text corresponding to the Expression

recalled in the Mathematical Expression Similarity module

and the query text. Finally, the documents are sorted accord-

ing to similarity.

III. SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENT PREPROCESS

The Document Preprocess module extracts mathematical

expressions and their context from scientific documents and

forms the list of ‘‘mathematical expressions - context - scien-

tific documents’’ ultimately.

In scientific documents, the context of mathemati-

cal expressions contains numerous amounts of textual
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TABLE 1. The context text of individual mathematical expressions in document 1 and document 2.

information about them. Taking the English document

‘‘INERTIA’’ (as document 1) and the Chinese docu-

ment ‘‘Explosive Materials 201948-02-25-31+36’’ (as

document 2) as examples, Table 1 shows the context of the

corresponding expressions. The result derived from this table

shows that the context of mathematical expressions clarifies

the role of the expression and explains some characters in

the expression. By analyzing the content of a large num-

ber of scientific documents, the context of a mathematical

expression is strongly related to the expression. Similarity is

calculated using sentences and keywords extracted from the

context of expressions instead of keywords extracted from

scientific documents. The retrieval results obtained in this

way are more in line with expectations.

First, we extract the sentences preceding and the para-

graphs following the expression, and use periods and semi-

colons (;) to divide the sentences in the paragraph. The

parameter selistsn is used to represent the expn corresponding

list of sentences. Then, dictionary A is generated, whose

composition is shown as

DicA = {(expn, selistn)|n ∈ (0,N )} (1)

where expn refers to the n-th expression and selistsn refers to

the list of sentences corresponding to the n-th expression.

IV. MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION SIMILARITY

The calculation of the similarity of mathematical expressions

is also the measurement of various symbols similarity and

corresponding mathematical structures in the expressions.

If the same mathematical symbols were to possess different

attributes, their similarities would also be very different. The

HFS has the advantage of processing multiple attributes. The

similarity of different attribute values for a mathematical

symbol is calculated, then the similarity measurement for-

mula [18] is used to realize the retrieval of mathematical

expressions.

A. HFS

HFS (Hesitating Fuzzy Sets) aremostly used inmulti-attribute

decision-making problems [19], [20].

Definition 1 [21]: A hesitant fuzzy set (HFS) E on X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn} is defined in terms of a function hE(x) when

applied to X , which returns a finite subset of [0, 1].

E =
{

< x, hE(x) > |x ∈ X
}

(2)

B. EXPRESSION ATTRIBUTE DECOMPOSITION

Before the expression similarity calculation, FDS [17] is used

to decompose mathematical expressions. Each mathematical

symbol after decomposition has five attribute values, namely,

level, flag, count, ratio and operator.

Taking the formula ‘‘a2 +
√
b’’ as an example, the decom-

position results are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. The result of formula ‘‘a2 +
√

b’’ after decomposition.

C. EXPRESSION SIMILARITY CALCULATION

The expression similarity calculation algorithm is shown in

Algorithm 1. Definitions 4 to 10 are the calculation methods

of calling functions in the algorithm 1. Among them, defini-

tions 4 to 8 are membership functions of the five attributes of

mathematical symbols in mathematical expressions. Defini-

tion 10 is similarity calculation function.

Definition 2: ERE is the query expression (LaTeX or

MathML). ESDi(i = 1, 2, . . . ,DN) is the mathematical
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Algorithm 1 Mathematical Expression Similarity Calcula-

tion Algorithm

INPUT: ESDi(i = 1, 2, . . . ,DN),ERE

OUTPUT: reslist // A set of mathematical

expressions similar to the query expression ERE.

1 TSDt_d (t_d = 1, 2, . . . , c_D) //FDS(ESDi)

2 TREt_r (t_r = 1, 2, . . . ,C_R) //FDS(ERE)

3 for termr in TREt_r :

4 for termd in TSDt_d :

5 if termr == termd :

6 vec = [Mlev(termr , termd ),Mfla(termr , termd ),

Mcou(termr , termd ),Mrad (termr , termd ),

Mope(termr , termd )]

7 listmed.add(termd , termd .id, termd .vec)

8 for termmed in listmed:

9 for termSD in listSD:

10 if termmed.id == termSD.id : // id inlistSD

11 if termmed.term == termSD.term : //termin listSD

12 listSD(id, term) = MAX

(AVG(termmed.vec),AVG(termSD.vec))

13 break

14 listSD.add(termmed, termmed.id, termmed.vec)

15 reslist = SIM (listSD, listRE)

16 RETURN reslist

17 END

expression data set, and DN is the number of mathematical

expressions in the data set.

Definition 3: The term is the collective name of each math-

ematical symbol after the mathematical expression is decom-

posed. TSDt_d (t_d = 1, 2, . . . , c_D) is the t_d-th term of a

mathematical expression in the data set, while c_D is the total

number of terms. TREt_r (t_r = 1, 2, . . . ,C_R) is the t_r-th

term of the query mathematical expression, while C_R is the

total number of terms.

TABLE 3. The structure of listmed .

TABLE 4. The structure of listSD.

TABLE 5. The structure of listRE.

Tables 3 to 5 show the structure of the three lists in

the algorithm. Table 3 shows the same terms as TREt_r in

the data set, as well as their expression ids and vectors of

membership degrees of five groups of attributes. Table 4 is

the standardization of Table 3. In Table 4, the terms that have

the same expression id are unified. If an expression lacks

TREt_r , the Five-tuple vector is set to (0, 0, 0, 0, 0). If there

is the same TREt_r , their AVG is calculated, and the value of

the Five-tuple vector is larger. Table 5 is Table 4 calculated

based on ERE.

Definition 4: Function Mlev(TSDt_D,TREt_R) is used to

calculate the membership of the level.

Mlev(TSDt_D,TREt_R) = e−α|levelSDt−levelREt | (3)

where levelSDt and levelREt refer to the levels of

two terms and α refers to the balance factor, making

Mlev(TSDt_D,TREt_R) uniformly distributed in [0, 1].

Definition 5: FunctionMfla(TSDt_D,TREt_R) is used to cal-

culate the membership of the flag.

Mfla(TSDt_D,TREt_R) =
{(

fo,flag(SDt,REt)

)}

(4)
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where flag(SDt,REt) refers to the spatial position relationship

of the same term in the two formulas. If flagSDt = flagREt ,

the value of fo is 1; otherwise, it is 0.

Definition 6: Function Mcou(TSDt_D,TREt_R) is used to

calculate the membership of the count.

Mcou(TSDt_D,TREt_R) = e−(
countSDt−countREt

σ
)2 (5)

where σ is the balance factor.

Definition 7: Function Mrad (TSDt_D,TREt_R) is used to

calculate the membership of the ratio.

Mrad (TSDt_D,TREt_R) =
1

1 + µ |raSDt − raREt |υ
(6)

where µ and υ are balance factors.

Definition 8: Function Mope(TSDt_D,TREt_R) is used to

calculate the membership of the operator.

Mope(TSDt_D,TREt_R) = {(so, operatorSDt )} (7)

where operatorSDt represents whether the current term is an

operator. If so, the value of so is 1; otherwise, it is 0.5.

Definition 9: Function AVG(term) is used to calculate the

situation where the same term appears twice in an expression.

AVG(term) =
1

5

(

Mlevk_m +Mflak_m

+Mcouk_mMrak_m +Mopek_m

)

(8)

where k is the count of the current TREt_R.

Definition 10: Function SIM (ERE,ESDi)[21] is used to

calculate the similarity of two mathematical expressions.

SIM(ERE,ESDi)

= 1 −







1

5

∑





1

c_R

c_R
∑

j=1

∣

∣Mj_RE −Mj_SDi

∣

∣

λ











1/λ

(9)

where Mj_RE is the five-tuple vector value corresponding to

TREt_n in listRE, when j = 1, CR=1 in listRE. Mj_SDi is the

five-tuple vector value in listSD, and j and i correspond to CR

andQ in listSD respectively; when j = 1, i = 2, the five-tuple

vector is (Mlev1_2,Mfla1_2,Mcou1_2,Mra1_2,Mope1_2).λ is the

control parameter.

V. TEXT SIMILARITY

A. BERT

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from

Transformer) [16] is based on a large number of unlabeled

corpora for training to obtain the semantic representation of

the text. The schematic diagram of the BERT model is shown

in Figure 2.

The internal structure of BERT is mainly a stack of mul-

tiple layers of the Transformer Encoder [22]. BERT can

solve the polysemy problem, which cannot be solved with

word2vec. The same keywords may have different meanings

in different contexts. When calculating text similarity, BERT

fully considers the context information of the word. The

vector constructed by the same word in different contexts is

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of the BERT model [16].

also different, thereby improving the accuracy of calculating

text similarity.

In this study, one-third of the text in Document Text

extracted by the Document preprocess module is annotated

and sent to BERT for pretraining.

B. KEYWORDS EXTRACTION IN THE CONTEXT OF

MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS

The context of mathematical expression is the text informa-

tion, which is generally closely related to the formula.

Therefore, similarity is calculated by keywords in the

expression context and keywords in the query statement.

Then scientific documents are finally sorted using the text

similarity pairs that have been obtained.

selistsn in the dictionary DicA are segmented, where

woristsn is the keyword list corresponding to expn. The

weight of keywords is calculated as

Wc,cue =
pc,cue

N
∑

j=0

K
∑

k=0

pk,j

· lg
N

1 + (mc ∈ N )
(10)

where wc,cue refers to the weight of keyword c to the expres-

sion cue, and pc,cue refers to the number of times keyword c

appears in the vocabulary of the expression cue. N refers to

the total number of expressions, K refers to the total number

of keywords in a certain expression vocabulary, andmc refers

to the number of expressions containing keyword c.

Words with a weight higher than the threshold are selected

as the keywords of the current expression by setting the
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Algorithm 2 Text Similarity Calculation Algorithm

INPUT: SRE,WSDi(i = 1, 2, . . . , sum)

OUTPUT: Simil

1 WRE = jieba(SRE) //Word segmentation

2 encode(SRE) // Sentence vector

3 for textr in WRE:

4 num = location(textr ) // Target keywords

5 summed_layers[num] //Word vector

6 simil = simil + MAX(

cos ine_similarity(summed_layers[num],WSDi))

7 simil = simil/len(WRE)

8 RETURN simil

9 END

weight threshold. Then a dictionary B is formed. The

composition of dictionary B is shown as

DicB = {(expn,wordnw, sentencenw) |
n ∈ (0,N) ,w ∈ (0,SUM)} (11)

where expn refers to the n-th expression. Here, wordnw refers

to the w-th keyword corresponding to the n-th expression,

SUM refers to the total number of keywords in the current

sentence, and sentencenw refers to the key sentences corre-

sponding to wordnw.

C. SIMILARITY CALCULATION OF MATHEMATICAL

EXPRESSION CONTEXT

There are many methods for calculating text similar-

ity [23]–[25]. The current mainstream method is to use the

cosine distance to calculate similarity. The closer the vector

cosine distance generated by BERT, the more similar the two

texts. The algorithm for calculating text similarity is shown

in Algorithm 2.

Definition 11: SRE is the query text. WSDi(i =
1, 2, . . . , sum) is the word vector of the keywords in the

trained sentence in the database, and sum is the number of

keywords in the sentence.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS AND RESULT ANALYSIS

A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this study, the Chinese data set has been added to expand

the data set because the public data set NTCIR contains only

English documents.

There are 11770 English scientific documents containing

25,045 mathematical expressions and 10372 scientific Chi-

nese documents containing 121495mathematical expressions

in the data set.

The details of the data set are in the appendix.

B. SYSTEM EXPERIMENT

1) RETRIEVAL RESULTS OF MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION

BASED ON HFS

A large number of experiments are conducted on different

types of mathematical expressions. Then, ten expressions

were chosen for statistical experiments. The expressions used

in the experiment are shown in Table 6. The ten expressions

TABLE 6. Ten mathematical expressions in the experiment and their
query text.

TABLE 7. AP_k values of mathematical expression search results.

contain different mathematical symbols, and the correspond-

ing keywords involve several different professional vocabu-

laries. The statistical experiment for these ten expressions is

representative.

Average Precision_k refers to the average correct rate from

the first correct recall to the k-th correct recall. Table 7 shows

the AP_k values of different expressions under different k

values. It can be seen from the table that as the value of k

increases, AP_k gradually decreases, which is also related

to the small number of similar expressions in the data set

of some complex mathematical expressions. Because some

more complex expressions have less than 20 expressions with

high similarity in the data set, the value of AP_20 is slightly

low.

MAP_k is used to calculate the average value of AP_k .

In this study, MAP_10 = 0.7413 for the ten expressions

in Table 6.

2) MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION CONTEXT TEXT

The document ‘‘Chinese Journal of SolidMechanics 201940-

05-458-466.html’’ (as document 3) is used as an exam-

ple. The scientific document contains multiple mathemat-

ical expressions. The context and keywords corresponding

to three mathematical expressions are selected as shown

in Table 8. The top three keywords are ‘‘annulus ( )’’,

‘‘electromagnetic ( )’’ and ‘‘magnet ( )’’ in doc-

ument3. Through analysis, it can be found that although

the keywords of the three expressions are all related to
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TABLE 8. Mathematical expressions in document 3 and their
corresponding keywords.

‘‘magnetic’’, context keywords aremore obviously relevant to

the expressions. For instance, the No.1 expression is used to

show the magnetic field intensity and magnetic flux density,

the keywords in the full document do not represent these.

Therefore, the expression context keywords are more

closely related to the mathematical expressions compared

with the keywords in the entire scientific document.

3) RETRIEVAL RESULTS OF SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENTS BASED

ON HFS AND BERT

In this study, the DCG (Discounted Cumulative Gain) is used

to evaluate the sorting result, and the calculation method is

shown in (11). nDCG is used to normalize all search results,

and the calculation method is shown in (13).

DCG = rel1 +
P

∑

i=2

reli

log2 i
(P ≥ 2) (12)

where i refers to the ranking number of the search result, reli
refers to the classification of the i-th search result: Good, Fair,

Bad, which assigned scores of 3, 2, and 1, respectively. P

refers to the total number of search results.

nDCG =
DCG

IDCG
(13)

where IDCG refers to the ideal DCG. In other words, IDCG

is the DCG calculated when the search results are sorted to

the best state.

In this study, the mathematical expressions and query text

in Table 6 are used for statistical experiments. The DCG

obtained for different mathematical expressions is shown

in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. DGG value of search results under different queries.

FIGURE 4. Comparison between the method in this study and the
SearchOnMath method.

C. COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENT

SearchOnMath [23] is a mathematical formula retrieval

tool that aims to accurately match mathematical expres-

sions, locate scientific documents according to mathematical

expressions, and then realize the retrieval of ‘‘mathematical

expressions - scientific documents’’. However, SearchOn-

Math implements pure mathematical expression retrieval and

does not consider the important information of the scientific

document itself.

For example, expression A is used only for certain inter-

mediate value calculations in scientific document D, and

the subject of document D does not match the query sub-

ject. However, the similarity of A is high relative to query

expression Q, the ranking of document D will be at the top.

Obviously, there are unreasonable factors in this sort of order.

The expression retrieval results in Table 6 are used to

conduct comparative experiments, and the results are shown

in Figure 4.

In addition, nDCG(n = 10) = 0.8673 for the search results

of the Chinese scientific documents. nDCG (n = 10) =
0.8535 for the English scientific document retrieval results.

The average value of nDCG (n = 10) is 0.8604.
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TABLE 9. The data set used in the experiment of this study.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this study, given the problems of mathematical information

retrieval, a retrieval method combining mathematical expres-

sions and contextual text is proposed.

First, the membership degree is calculated for the attribute

of each mathematical symbol in the expression, and the

similarity of the entire expression is obtained by using HFS.

Next, BERT is used to calculate the expression context sen-

tence vector, then the context keywords are extracted. The

word vectors of the keywords are extracted from the sen-

tence vector for similarity calculation. Finally, the scientific

documents are sorted according to the text similarity.
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TABLE 9. (Continued) The data set used in the experiment of this study.

In the future, the following ongoing studies will be carried

out on scientific document retrieval based on mathematical

expressions and their contextual text integration. The follow-

ing tasks are considered.

(1) Improve the method of extracting contextual keywords

in scientific documents, and increase the weight of some texts

with mathematical semantics.

(2) Address special cases in which the text content cor-

responding to expressions is not in its context, or cases for

which mathematical expressions corresponding to the text do

not exist.

(3) Evaluate combining the algorithms of Chinese scien-

tific documents and English scientific documents, so that

regardless of the input language, the corresponding scientific

documents in two languages can be retrieved.

APPENDIX

See Table 9.
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